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What Does The Downgrade
Of U.S. Debt Really Mean?
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Downgrade Of U.S. Debt
(Continued from page 1)

subject to a maximum rating of AA+,
and that has led to downgrades of many
formerly AAA-rated borrowers.
However, S&P has made numerous
exceptions to its normal operating rules,
leaving the AAA ratings on some states,
cities, and corporations intact.
In explaining why it didn’t
downgrade all municipal issuers, S&P
noted that “the institutional framework
for U.S. public finance is among the
most stable and predictable in the
world.” Meanwhile, the behemoths of
American industry—including Johnson
& Johnson, ExxonMobil, and
Microsoft—are also considered
unassailably reliable, and their AAA
ratings are safe as well. And though the

entities whose debt was downgraded
may suffer over the short term, the pain
need not be permanent.
Standard & Poor’s won’t speculate
on when or how the
United States might
get its AAA rating
back, but other
nations—Germany,
Sweden, and Canada,
among others—have
rebounded from
downgrades. It’s
often a slow process,
taking as long as a
decade, but if Congress can find the will
to work out a sustainable budget that
satisfies the ratings analysts, it can
happen.
And that prospect in itself may be
the silver lining in this situation. While
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Standard & Poor’s has been criticized by
the President, Warren Buffett, and others
for publicly challenging the will of one
of the greatest economies on earth to pay
its debts, the challenge
may be an opportunity
in disguise. Any nation
that owes 74% of its
annual gross domestic
product could stand to
look seriously at its
budget. If nothing
happens to change the
way the government
spends, Standard &
Poor’s calculates that we would owe
101% of GDP by 2021, which would put
us roughly where Italy is now. This was
a wake-up call. Now we can prove to
the world how we became the greatest
economy on earth in the first place. ●

entimental observations about
the United States falling from a
94-year state of grace aside,
Standard & Poor’s recent downgrade of
the Treasury’s credit rating has
real implications for investors
and the nation.
In theory, a lower credit
rating reflects a higher risk that
an entity such as the Treasury
will default on its debt or other
financial obligations. To
compensate lenders for the
added risk, lower-rated
borrowers generally need to
offer higher interest rates.
However, even though
Standard & Poor’s now considers U.S.
debt no longer worthy of the top AAA
rating, Treasury yields—the gauge of
how much interest credit markets
demand from the U.S. government—
actually declined during the week
following the downgrade. Although it
may seem paradoxical, global investors
still consider Treasury debt the safest
place on earth to park their money in
times of heightened risk, no matter what
the rating agencies say. No foreign
central bank is dumping our bonds; if
anything, they’re buying more.
In the longer run, if the Treasury
fails to regain its AAA status, its
reputation could eventually weaken, and
U.S. interest rates may rise. On the eve
of the downgrade, the two countries with
AA+ ratings from S&P paid an average
of 2.72% on their two-year bonds and
4.58% on their 10-year debt, compared
with 1.12% and 2.65%, respectively, for
the world’s remaining AAA borrowers.
But averages can be deceiving.
Switzerland, which S&P rates AAA,

pays just 0.06% in annual interest on its
two-year bonds, and the United
Kingdom, also AAA rated, pays fully 10
times as much—still a very low rate.
And then you get to Japan,
which S&P rates two steps
lower at AA—a full step
below where the United
States is now—and pays
only 0.15% on its two-year
debt. That’s right: this
lowly AA-rated country
pays less than a quarter of
what AAA-rated Britain
offers, while interest rates
for most other AAA
nations are nine times as
high as what investors are happy to get
from Tokyo.
Incidentally, the worst-case scenario
S&P currently sees for the United States
would prompt one more downgrade
during the next two years, which would
put the Treasury at exactly the same level
where Tokyo is now.
Any upward trend in U.S. interest
rates would also have to overcome the
Federal Reserve and its new policy of
setting the low end of the yield curve
effectively at zero through mid-2013. As
we have seen several times during the
past few years, the Fed has almost
endless funds at its disposal to buy
Treasury debt and keep the
government’s borrowing costs
artificially low.
Of course, other U.S. borrowers lack
the infinite resources of the Federal
Reserve. In the S&P system, the new
U.S. rating means most U.S. companies,
state and local governments and other
bond-issuing entities are now also
(Continued on page 4)

Year-End Update
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t is important to finish up any
remaining 2011 tax planning soon.
Please contact us to estimate your
income tax situation, suggest planning
ideas, or simply to discuss any year-end
questions.
December 31 is the deadline for
Roth IRA conversions and College
Savings Iowa contributions. We can
assist in pension and IRA rollovers, or
any required minimum distributions
(RMDs) you may need to complete
before year-end.
Dimensional Fund Advisors (DFA)
has updated their brochure, “The
Science of Investing” which details
their investment model based not on
speculation but on the science of
capital markets. Kane Company shares
in this mission to deliver the
performance of capital markets and
increase returns through state-of-theart portfolio design and trading. This
brochure can be viewed on our website
at www.kanecompanypc.com.
Our office will be closed for the
holidays on November 24th & 25th
and December 26th. Also, our office
hours will be extended in January
through April 15th to accommodate our
tax clients. Extended hours: Monday
through Friday from 8am-5pm and
Saturdays from 8:30am-12pm.
Thank you very much for your
continued patronage and referrals. We
want to wish all of you a happy and
healthy holiday season, as well as a
prosperous New Year!
Steven L. Kane, CPA/PFS, CFP®
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Another variation is to invest in ETFs
CEO Vikram Pandit noted in his annual
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became more expensive after the
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number of U.S. corporations are
consumer” as the No. 1 global trend
and oil prices were headed higher. In
marketing more products and services
and said that Citigroup’s top priority
light of Russia’s suddenly loftier
overseas. When you invest in these
was to increase its share of emerging
valuations, an investor could have
companies, you tap their expertise in
market business.
reduced investments in Russia, taking
knowing which emerging markets will
For individual investors, rapid
profits after the market’s rise, and
generate the strongest demand for
growth in developing markets could
redeployed capital to a region with
consumer goods and services. ●
translate into strong investment returns,
more affordable equities.

ow are you faring financially so
far in 2011? Now is a good time
to assess your situation and
consider changes. Consider these 11 tips.
1. Spend only what you can
afford. It seems simplistic, but many
people, even those with substantial
incomes, ignore this basic financial
principle. If you have more money
going out than you have coming in, it’s a
recipe for eventual disaster. To get things
in balance may require trimming your
spending or earning more. Are you being
paid what you’re worth? Can you get an
additional, part-time job? Do you have
entrepreneurial ideas that could bring in
extra income? Making a few thousand
dollars more each year could add up to a
significant sum over your lifetime.
2. Make a budget and stick to
it. This tip dovetails with the previous
one. Regardless of how much you earn,
it’s important to know what you’re
spending and where the money goes.
Track your expenses by keeping credit
card receipts and noting cash payments.
You may be surprised at how much you
spend on certain items and monitoring
your outlays could help you find easy
ways to economize.
3. Avoid mounting credit card
debt. One of the worst financial traps
is to make large purchases on credit and
then fail to pay off the full amount each
month. Despite recent legislation to

reform rules on credit cards, your
issuer can still impose double-digit
interest rate charges on unpaid
balances, sending your debt higher
and higher and making it increasingly
difficult to retire. If you have a large
balance or two, consider consolidating
your debt and putting away your plastic
until you catch up.
4. Pay yourself ﬁrst. This idea also
needs to be coordinated with previous
tips. But the main point is to set aside
perhaps 5% to 10% of your income on a
regular basis—before it gets spent. It may
help to have the money automatically
deducted from your paycheck and
deposited into a separate account.
5. Invest your savings. It’s not
enough just to save money; you also have
to put it to work for you. It’s important to
have an investment plan that considers
your savings goals, when you’ll need the
money—for your kids’ education, your
retirement, or another objective—and
how much investment risk you’re
comfortable taking. We can help you
devise and implement an effective
portfolio strategy.
6. Maximize employment beneﬁts.
Taking advantage of on-the-job benefits
such as employer-sponsored health,
dental, and life insurance could mean
substantial savings. If your company
offers flexible spending accounts, you can
arrange to use pre-tax dollars to pay for

Modern Portfolio Theory Is Alive And Well

value for a while, MPT has
great potential value. According
to economist Fritz Meyer, a
global portfolio using 12 asset
classes managed according to
MPT principles would have
earned a compound annual
growth rate of 8.4% during the
volatile decade ending in 2010,
compared with a 0.4% gain for
a portfolio holding only stocks
(represented by the Standard &
Poor’s 500 index).
The secret is in the
rebalancing, Meyer says, because
disciplined rebalancing forces you to ignore
macroeconomic considerations and keep
emotions out of the process.
As we embark on another decade of

economic and market uncertainty, we will
continue to design portfolios that are
properly diversified and regularly
rebalanced, allowing MPT to work
for you. ●

●

●
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or more than 50 years, Modern
Portfolio Theory, or MPT, had been
an article of faith for investors. The
basic idea was that you could keep
investment risk and reward in balance by
choosing a diverse mix of assets. But then
came the bear market of 2008 and 2009,
during which nearly every kind of stock,
bond, and most alternative investments
plunged simultaneously. That led some
analysts to pronounce Modern Portfolio
Theory dead. What good is diversification,
they asked, if everything sinks together?
But Modern Portfolio Theory never
asserted that asset classes couldn’t fall at the
same time. Moreover, a look back over the
past decade shows that investors who stayed

diversified, continuing to rebalance during
the downturn, enjoyed healthy returns. In
fact, the market meltdown has proven a
powerful validation of MPT.
MPT asserts that the best way to
maximize returns while minimizing risk
over the long term is to allocate your money
among diversified classes of investments
and periodically rebalance to keep the
proportions in line with original targets.
MPT attempts to build a portfolio of
asset types that won’t necessarily move
together in response to changes in the
economy. The hope is that when one portion
of your portfolio—say, large-cap stocks—
falls in value, another part—commodities,
for instance—will rise. Rebalancing lets you

“buy low and sell high,” because to keep
allocations at proper levels you end up
selling assets that have gained in value and
buying others that have lost ground.
For long-term investors, one of the
most distressing aspects of the 2008
economic crisis was the unprecedented way
that nearly all asset classes—bonds, stocks,
commodities—lost value at the same time.
The notion that diversification ensures gains
in some sectors despite losses in others
seemingly lay in tatters. But diversification
can’t, in fact, ensure that outcome, and MPT
never suggested it could. It can merely
increase the likelihood of that result.
And even when, inevitably, there are
times when every part of a portfolio loses

unreimbursed medical or dental
expenses—and save as much as a third
on those outlays.
7. Salt away money in retirement
plans. Most employers let you
participate in a 401(k) plan or
another tax-favored retirement account.
With a 401(k), you can defer part of your
salary on a pre-tax basis to your
investment account, and your company
may match a portion of your
contribution. Outside of work, both
traditional and Roth IRAs can also help
you build your retirement nest egg.
8. Convert to a Roth IRA. One
downside to traditional tax-deferred
retirement accounts is that you’ll be
taxed on distributions at a time when
you may need all the income you can
get. A Roth IRA, in contrast, doesn’t let
you deduct contributions but can deliver
tax-free payments in your 60s, 70s, and
beyond. You can convert traditional
plans to a Roth, paying tax on the
converted amount now to avoid liability
during retirement. And because a Roth
IRA doesn’t require withdrawals, you’ll
have the option of preserving the
account to pass along tax-free income to
your heirs.
9. Review insurance policies.
Don’t make the mistake of being under
or over-insured. For most people, the
need for life and disability insurance is
greatest during peak earning years and
when there are children at home. But
you’ll need adequate insurance coverage
even during retirement.
10. Create or revise your will.
Your will is the road map to your estate
plan, and if you don’t have one, creating
one is an absolute necessity. And an
existing will may need to be updated,
especially in light of the generous $5
million estate tax exemption ($10
million for married couples) available
for 2011 and 2012. It’s also important to
have a power of attorney document
drawn up in case you are unable to
manage your own finances.
11. Get organized. Finally,
make sure to keep accurate records and
know where they are located.
Developing a system for monitoring
your finances should prove helpful for
years to come. ●
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Downgrade Of U.S. Debt
(Continued from page 1)

subject to a maximum rating of AA+,
and that has led to downgrades of many
formerly AAA-rated borrowers.
However, S&P has made numerous
exceptions to its normal operating rules,
leaving the AAA ratings on some states,
cities, and corporations intact.
In explaining why it didn’t
downgrade all municipal issuers, S&P
noted that “the institutional framework
for U.S. public finance is among the
most stable and predictable in the
world.” Meanwhile, the behemoths of
American industry—including Johnson
& Johnson, ExxonMobil, and
Microsoft—are also considered
unassailably reliable, and their AAA
ratings are safe as well. And though the

entities whose debt was downgraded
may suffer over the short term, the pain
need not be permanent.
Standard & Poor’s won’t speculate
on when or how the
United States might
get its AAA rating
back, but other
nations—Germany,
Sweden, and Canada,
among others—have
rebounded from
downgrades. It’s
often a slow process,
taking as long as a
decade, but if Congress can find the will
to work out a sustainable budget that
satisfies the ratings analysts, it can
happen.
And that prospect in itself may be
the silver lining in this situation. While
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Standard & Poor’s has been criticized by
the President, Warren Buffett, and others
for publicly challenging the will of one
of the greatest economies on earth to pay
its debts, the challenge
may be an opportunity
in disguise. Any nation
that owes 74% of its
annual gross domestic
product could stand to
look seriously at its
budget. If nothing
happens to change the
way the government
spends, Standard &
Poor’s calculates that we would owe
101% of GDP by 2021, which would put
us roughly where Italy is now. This was
a wake-up call. Now we can prove to
the world how we became the greatest
economy on earth in the first place. ●

entimental observations about
the United States falling from a
94-year state of grace aside,
Standard & Poor’s recent downgrade of
the Treasury’s credit rating has
real implications for investors
and the nation.
In theory, a lower credit
rating reflects a higher risk that
an entity such as the Treasury
will default on its debt or other
financial obligations. To
compensate lenders for the
added risk, lower-rated
borrowers generally need to
offer higher interest rates.
However, even though
Standard & Poor’s now considers U.S.
debt no longer worthy of the top AAA
rating, Treasury yields—the gauge of
how much interest credit markets
demand from the U.S. government—
actually declined during the week
following the downgrade. Although it
may seem paradoxical, global investors
still consider Treasury debt the safest
place on earth to park their money in
times of heightened risk, no matter what
the rating agencies say. No foreign
central bank is dumping our bonds; if
anything, they’re buying more.
In the longer run, if the Treasury
fails to regain its AAA status, its
reputation could eventually weaken, and
U.S. interest rates may rise. On the eve
of the downgrade, the two countries with
AA+ ratings from S&P paid an average
of 2.72% on their two-year bonds and
4.58% on their 10-year debt, compared
with 1.12% and 2.65%, respectively, for
the world’s remaining AAA borrowers.
But averages can be deceiving.
Switzerland, which S&P rates AAA,

pays just 0.06% in annual interest on its
two-year bonds, and the United
Kingdom, also AAA rated, pays fully 10
times as much—still a very low rate.
And then you get to Japan,
which S&P rates two steps
lower at AA—a full step
below where the United
States is now—and pays
only 0.15% on its two-year
debt. That’s right: this
lowly AA-rated country
pays less than a quarter of
what AAA-rated Britain
offers, while interest rates
for most other AAA
nations are nine times as
high as what investors are happy to get
from Tokyo.
Incidentally, the worst-case scenario
S&P currently sees for the United States
would prompt one more downgrade
during the next two years, which would
put the Treasury at exactly the same level
where Tokyo is now.
Any upward trend in U.S. interest
rates would also have to overcome the
Federal Reserve and its new policy of
setting the low end of the yield curve
effectively at zero through mid-2013. As
we have seen several times during the
past few years, the Fed has almost
endless funds at its disposal to buy
Treasury debt and keep the
government’s borrowing costs
artificially low.
Of course, other U.S. borrowers lack
the infinite resources of the Federal
Reserve. In the S&P system, the new
U.S. rating means most U.S. companies,
state and local governments and other
bond-issuing entities are now also
(Continued on page 4)

Year-End Update

I

t is important to finish up any
remaining 2011 tax planning soon.
Please contact us to estimate your
income tax situation, suggest planning
ideas, or simply to discuss any year-end
questions.
December 31 is the deadline for
Roth IRA conversions and College
Savings Iowa contributions. We can
assist in pension and IRA rollovers, or
any required minimum distributions
(RMDs) you may need to complete
before year-end.
Dimensional Fund Advisors (DFA)
has updated their brochure, “The
Science of Investing” which details
their investment model based not on
speculation but on the science of
capital markets. Kane Company shares
in this mission to deliver the
performance of capital markets and
increase returns through state-of-theart portfolio design and trading. This
brochure can be viewed on our website
at www.kanecompanypc.com.
Our office will be closed for the
holidays on November 24th & 25th
and December 26th. Also, our office
hours will be extended in January
through April 15th to accommodate our
tax clients. Extended hours: Monday
through Friday from 8am-5pm and
Saturdays from 8:30am-12pm.
Thank you very much for your
continued patronage and referrals. We
want to wish all of you a happy and
healthy holiday season, as well as a
prosperous New Year!
Steven L. Kane, CPA/PFS, CFP®

